PROGRAMME STRUCTURE- MASTER OF COMMERCIAL LAW

Master of Commercial Law is a 40-credit-hour programme, which comprises one (1) core course, seven (7) specialisation courses and a project paper. The structure of this programme is as follows:

CORE COURSE (4 CREDIT HOURS)
GMUP5014  Legal Research Methodology

SPECIALISATION COURSES (28 CREDIT HOURS)
GMUP5024  Selected Issues in Contract
GMUP5034  Franchise Law
GMUP5054  Advanced Commercial Law
GMUP5064  Selected Issues in Consumer Protection Law
GMUP5074  Finance and Banking Law
GMUP5134  Legal and Ethical Issues in Corporate Social Responsibility
GMUP5154  Law of Securities and Derivatives Industry

PROJECT PAPER (8 CREDIT HOURS)
GMUZ6998  Project Paper